






 There’s a new 

 Baby arrived! 



 Introducing the new 

 Platinum Compact! 
 















PLATINUM  
ESPRESSO 

Smell the aroma of freshly ground beans and 

see the unrivalled style of our platinum range. 

High quality Swiss brew system 

Superior coffee quality 

High quality pump and grinder 

Go large or go de-caff option 

Particularly suitable for Office Coffee Service, hotel and catering 

businesses and convenience stores 



PLATINUM 
CURVE 

Beautiful curves delivering beautiful drinks 

If variety and style is what you’re looking for then you’ve found it. 

All your favourite drinks options delivered at the touch of a button. 

But that’s not all, the unique design found on the So Pure Platinum 

Curve will add style to any environment. 



PLATINUM FRESH  
BREW PAPER 

Create your personal perfect coffee  
The So Pure Platinum Fresh Brew is a real asset – your guests and 
staff receive a 100 percent customized taste. That even goes so far 
that the machine can dispense two types of fresh brew coffee with 
the option of de-caff. Naturally, you can also select the strength of 
each beverage with this member of the So Pure family.  

However, tastes differ, the opinions on the design of this machine 
are unanimous. The stylish shape is combined with all kinds of 
technical highlights. These include the original King brewer unit. 
The intelligent cup sensor and, not to be forgotten, the variable 
drink strength and the easily adjustable dispense height. 



PLATINUM  
INSTANT 

Pamper yourself with your favourite drink 

Tastes differ. And that is not a problem. With the So Pure NOVA 

Instant you drink the coffee with the taste that you prefer. Simple: 

you dispense your coffee with the ideal strength. Would you prefer 

a fresh cup of tea or a steaming cup of soup? They are prepared in 

seconds through the separate hot water dispenser. The So Pure 

NOVA Instant makes it nice and easy for you. The stainless steel 

door reflects quality. An option you can choose is a digital photo 

frame. You can use this for a presentation of your company, news, 

services or branding products. Where better to advertise than when 

the drink is being dispensed? 



PLATINUM INSTANT  
HIGH CAPACITY 

Select your preference from  

a fantastic selection 

No matter how much coffee, tea, soup or hot chocolate is drunk, it 

is never too much for the So Pure Instant High Capacity. With its 

high capacity and huge boiler volume of 12 litres, the machine can 

dispense beverages non-stop. And there is more than just 

enjoyment of fresh quality. It is combined with a fantastic range: 

the So Pure Instant High Capacity has a selection of up to 16 hot 

beverages. The reliable technology guarantees problem-free 

operation. This has also been proven in environments where the 

machine is used intensively. With proven technology it offers 

trouble free operation in high volume locations. 



PLATINUM  
INSTANT MINI 

Pamper yourself with your favourite drink 

Tastes differ. And that is not a problem. With the So Pure Platinum 

Instant you drink the coffee with the taste that you prefer. Simple: 

you dispense your coffee with the ideal strength. Would you prefer 

a fresh cup of tea or a steaming cup of soup? They are prepared in 

seconds through the separate hot water dispenser. The So Pure 

Platinum Instant makes it nice and easy for you.  




